CURRICULUM CHANGE

1. **Type of change:** Course Title and Prerequisite

2. **From:**
   **Course Description:** SOC 223: Quantitative Data Analysis for Social Scientists. 4 hours (2 lecture, 2 lab), 3 credits. Use of quantitative social science methods to critically analyze and evaluate data. Topics include, but are not limited to: aging, education, poverty, global inequality, race and ethnicity, criminology and health. Prerequisite: Satisfaction of the Mathematics and Quantitative Reasoning requirement or Math 104 or its equivalent.

3. **To:**
   **Course Description:** SOC 223: Quantitative Reasoning and Data Analysis for Social Scientists. 4 hours (2 lecture, 2 lab), 3 credits. Use of quantitative social science methods to critically analyze and evaluate data. Topics include, but are not limited to: aging, education, poverty, global inequality, race and ethnicity, criminology and health. Prerequisite: A score of 60 or higher on the algebra section of the Compass exam or its equivalent as determined by the Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science.

4. **Rationale:** The change in course title more adequately reflects the content of the course. The change in course prerequisites brings them up to date with current guidelines.

5. **Date of Sociology Department Approval:** Sept. 12, 2012
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CURRICULUM CHANGE

1. Type of change: Change in Course Title

2. From: SOC 238: Religion in American History. 3 hours, 3 credits. Sociological perspectives on the development of religious diversity in the United States. Topics include the encounters among various religious groups, major religious social movements and issues of religion and state.

3. To: SOC 238: Religion in America. 3 hours, 3 credits. Sociological perspectives on the development of religious diversity in the United States. Topics include the encounters among various religious groups, major religious social movements and issues of religion and state.

4. Rationale: The new title more adequately reflects the content of the course.

5. Date of Sociology Department Approval: Sept. 12, 2012